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Abstract: 
 
In the carriage and wagon works of Indian southern railways, Perambur, maintenance of railway coaches are carried out in this 
factory. In that wheels and tyre shop, the wheel bearings and the axle box housings are overhauled. The overhauled parts are then 
reassembled together. During the process of overhauling, degreasing the roller bearing in a wheels manually (i.e.) directly apply 
kerosene and compressed air. In manual practice many problems are faced such as time consuming and due to direct contact with 
chemicals skin diseases like allergy occurs in skin of humans which is caused by the backflow. So, we overcome this problem, 
we have designed and fabricated a device, that device will mix the chemical like kerosene and compressed air in a closed vessel 
and it is passed to the outlet nozzle at elevated pressure. That pressurized kerosene-air mixture will reduce the density and 
remove the grease from the bearing completely and it is collected in a drain. Due to this, the time taken for degreasing is reduced 
and avoids problem which occurs in a manual method. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Indian railway system is the one of the main mode of transport in India. It has been in existence for the past 
153 years in our country. It carries every day around 11 million passengers and 1 million freight. It has around 
108,336 track kms out of which 62,915are route kilometers. The railways run 3315EMU, 1237 mail/express, and 
2973 ordinary passengers every day. The railways have the net revenue of about 3458 crores including all expenses.  
The railways earn about 22,341 crores through transport of goods and 9449 crores through transportation of 
passengers. The work of the railways are carried out by its 6 production units,16 zonal setups with 59 operating 
divisions, 57 railway workshops, 119 loco shed, 353C&W depots assisted by various other undertakings. The 
carriage and wagon works, perambur is one of the oldest workshops of Indian railways. it was built in 1856 by the 
British to serve the then existing madras and southern railway company. It was started as a combined workshop for 
the overhauling of locomotives, carriages and wagons. after the setting of the perambur loco works in 1936 this shop 
became the centre for overhauling of carriage and wagon only. The following are the activities undertaken at the 
workshop  
 
x Periodic overhauling of coaches (including ac coaches)  
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x Periodic overhauling of wagons.  
 
x Corrosion repairs to coaches.  
 
x Manufacture and repair of laminated springs.  
 
x Repair of wheel sets and roller bearings.  
 
In these many working shops we find the problem in the wheel and types shop. 
2 EXISTING DEGREASING METHOD 
The wheel with bearing are comes to the washing section place initially. The workers first apply kerosene in 
bearing. Partially the grease is removed in the bearing. And then by compressed air at a pressure of (7-10 kgf/cm2) is 
passed In the grease place at a bearing. The remaining grease is fully removed and then wheel with bearing set is 
passed to a outside. These are the procedure involved I the manual degreasing method in a roller bearing. The 
grease are used in servo gem 3 from Indian oil cooperation and Lithon 3 from Hindustan petroleum cooperation 
 
2.1 Disadvantage of existing method  
 
 It takes more time for cleaning the grease in the bearing.  
 
 This method mainly affects a skin allergy.  
 
 The wastage of kerosene and air is more in this method.  
 
 This method is having less safety.  
 
3 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
We are identify the problem in existing manual method, in manual method more hazardous problems 
occurs such as back flow of fluid, human causes like skin diseases and also takes more time to degrease in manual 
method , the degreasing lubricant like kerosene is used likely to be high in manual method 
So,we identified those problem and we can overcome this problem, we designed a mechanical device for 
effective degreasing in bearing and fabricated and then implemented to avoid the hazards problem, wastage and time 
is reduced in our project 
3.1 Purpose for the proposed device 
 
The mechanized device for the degreasing in roller bearing is provide to fulfill the following purpose. 
 
 To reduce the workload.  
 
 To reduce the time required for operation.  
 
 To reduce the labour cost.  
 
 To improve the efficiency,safety.  
 
 To reduce the wastage. 
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4 DESIGN OF COMPONENT IN MECHANICAL DEVICE 
 
4.1 Cage pipe 
 
The gauge pipe is a type of pipe, contain two layer pipes. The inner layer pipe is made up of rubber hose and outer 
layer pipe is use for pre venting leakage. The gauge pipe is mainly used in a battery in a carriage coaches and now, 
we use these pipe in our project for fluid flows in it. 
 
4.2 Casing (mild steel) 
The mild steel is a weightless material, so we made a casing. The mild steel has a good property and easily 
available than other material. So, we choose these materials for making a casing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1. Casing: 
4.3 Lock 
 
The lock is a major components in our project because lock provides lock between casing and rear cover tightly, so 
it doesn‟t comes outside, The lock is made up of mild steel plate, clamp, bolt, and rod. The bolt is used for resist 
condition and rod is used to adjust the plate moves in it. 
 
4.4 Banger bolt 
 
The banger bolt is a special type of bolt, they are same as normal bolt but slightly differ from normal bolt 
 
(i.e) they having four sides holes. The banger bolt is used for gauge pipe to flows in a inner casing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2 : Banger bolt 
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4.5 Roller & handle attachment 
 
The roller is used to rotate the bearing casing to cleaning a greasing. The handle I used for rotate a roller for 
moved a bearing casing (or) race. 
 
4.6 Design Calculation of Estimation of Material Cost of Mechanical Device 
 
We Know that, 
 
Material Cost  =   Weight of material  × Cost per unit weight 
 
Weight of the material =   Volume Of material × Density of material 
 
To Find The Volume of solids: 
 
Volume = Area ×Height 
 
To Find : Area of Solids: 
 
Area of rectangle (Drain) = Length × Breath 
 
= 12.5 × 2 = 
25mm2 
 
Volume  = Area ×Height 
 
=25×13 
 
Vol. of 1 rectangular plate  = 325mm3 
 
Therefore 3 rectangular plates=975mm3 
 
Density Of Material = 7.681gm/cc= 7681 kg/m3 
Weight of the material = Volume Of material × Density of material 
 = ( 4748610 ×10^-9 ) × 2681  =  36.474Kg 
Cost per unit weight = 13.60  
Material Cost = Weight of material × Cost per unit weight 
 = 36.474 ×  13.60  
Material Cost = Rs. 496.04  
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5 MECHANICAL DEGREASING FABRICATION AND WORKING METHOD 
 
The mild steel is used for fabricating this mechanized device, They first gas cutting mild steel at required shape 
of axle box size like round shape. Mark the top and bottom layer for a purpose of setting roller and drain unit. They 
using gas cutting method cut the required marked layer in the work piece. And then mark the 5 banger bolt shape in 
the work piece and then drilled in it. Take the gauge pipe and cut the required size for joining. Then join a bolt and 
gauge pipe in a work piece. The drain is prepared by using a mild steel plate and then make a close surface and then 
welded in the casing unit. Then lock is prepared by cutting the mild steel rod and the plate is welded in a shape of 
lock and then clamp is used to weld in the work piece at a two size. The gauge pipe is joined by using 3-way valve 
and finally joint the separate line for kerosene and compressed air by using separate valve .the joining process is 
done by using brazing process. Finally, the handle is prepared by using Leyland rubber (or) round plate and then 
bolted and plate and adjustable clamp is welded in it. The adjustable clamp is used for adjust the height of the rubber 
in a handle.The fabricated setup is taken and fitted in the axle box casing fitting place.And a lock like setup is made 
to fix the casing with rear cover. The value is opened, both the kerosene & air value passes in it. The handle is used 
to rotate the bearing casing with bearing in a minimum no of rotation. After degreasing in bearing , the drain is 
collected from the drain unit. and then, the fabricated set up is removed by using unlock method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3 : Assembled view of mechanical device 
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5.1 Photo comparison of Before and after degreasing method 
 
Fig 4 : Before degreasing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5: After degreasing 
 
 
6 COMPARISON BETWEEN MANUAL AND MECHANIZED DEVICE FOR DEGREASING IN 
ROLLER BEARING 
Table 1: difference between the manual and mechanized degreasing 
 
Manual degreasing Mechanized device fordegreasing 
 
1..It takes more time It takes less times. 
 
2.Chances for back flow No chances of backflow 
 
3.cost , size and weight is less Cost ,size and weight is moderate 
 
4.More work strain for workers Less work strain for workers 
 
5.it is not easily portable. It is a easily portable. 
 
6.The wastage occurs more. the wastage occurs less. 
 
7.Less safety and no skilled workers is necessary More safety and somewhat skilled workers is necessary 
 
8.These process affects skins These process not affects skins,it is very safety to use. 
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6.1Explanation of main advantages in these method: 
6.1.1 Less kerosene consumption  
In the manual method takes 2.5 liters of kerosene taken to clean one side bearing, but our mechanical 
mechanical device consumes only 1 liter to clean one side of entire bearing and reduce a hazards problem. 
6.1.2 Time reduction 
Time consumption is less when compared to existing method (i.e) In manual method takes 45 minutes and 
our method takes 20 minutes to clean the entire bearing and remove the 1.5 kg of servogem grease. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
Our new design of mechanized device for degreasing in roller bearing in a wheel is successfully designed, 
manufactured and then tested in railway carriage works. In this equipment reduced the usage of kerosene used for 
reducing the viscosity of the grease as well as direct contact of petrochemicals to workers to causes health problems 
like skin allergy and eye sight problem is avoided. In addition to that safety of workers was assured by means of 
closed envelope of removal greased. This equipment is successful worked and practically worth full for cleaning 
purpose for removing the grease in roller bearing at the train wheel axial box.it is simple equipment and this used 
without any need of skilled labour. 
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